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We introduce a procedure to determine the struc-
tures of proteins by incorporating NMR chemical
shifts as structural restraints in molecular dynamics
simulations. In this approach, the chemical shifts
are expressed as differentiable functions of the
atomic coordinates and used to compute forces to
generate trajectories that lead to the reduction of
the differences between experimental and calculated
chemical shifts. We show that this strategy enables
the folding of a set of proteins with representative
topologies starting from partially denatured initial
conformations without the use of additional experi-
mental information. This method also enables the
straightforward combination of chemical shifts with
other standard NMR restraints, including those
derived from NOE, J-coupling, and residual dipolar
coupling measurements. We illustrate this aspect
by calculating the structure of a transiently populated
excited state conformation from chemical shift and
residual dipolar coupling data measured by relaxa-
tion dispersion NMR experiments.
INTRODUCTION
There has recently been significant progress in the development
of computational techniques for the determination of protein
structures fromNMRchemical shifts (Berjanskii et al., 2009; Cav-
alli et al., 2007; Das et al., 2009;Montalvao et al., 2008; Robustelli
et al., 2008, 2009; Shen et al., 2008, 2009; Wishart et al., 2008),
which are the most readily and accurately measured NMR
observables. It has been shown that the structures of proteins
(Berjanskii et al., 2009; Cavalli et al., 2007; Robustelli et al.,
2008, 2009; Shen et al., 2008, 2009; Wishart et al., 2008) and
protein complexes (Das et al., 2009; Montalvao et al., 2008)
can be determinedwith amolecular fragment approach (Delaglio
et al., 2000; Simons et al., 1997) that utilizes sequence homology
information together with chemical shift restraints. In these
methods, structural motifs are selected from existing protein
structures on the basis of chemical shift and sequence homology
and assembled to generate a set of candidate structures; these
structures are then refined using state-of-the-art force fields
and chemical shift information.Structure 18, 92These studies have demonstrated that the information con-
tained in backbone chemical shifts, when used in combination
with structural databases and molecular mechanics force fields,
can be sufficient to determine the structures of proteins andmay
allow for a significant reduction in the amount of data acquisition
required for the determination of the native structure of proteins.
The use of the structural information obtained from chemical
shifts with molecular fragment replacement approaches is not,
however, easily combined with other data used in standard
NMR structure calculations, such as NOEs, J-couplings, and
residual dipolar couplings (Brunger, 2007; Schwieters et al.,
2006), or readily used to calculate conformational changes
from existing structural models, such as those required, for
example, to define the effects ligand binding events, changes
in solution conditions, chemical modifications, or amino acid
substitutions. One way to achieve these goals is to develop an
approach in which chemical shifts are incorporated as restraints
in a manner analogous to that adopted in standard NMR struc-
ture calculations, where a penalty function is used to bias
a conformational search toward structures consistent with the
available experimental restraints. This strategy has been previ-
ously used to perform a structural refinement of previously deter-
mined structures (Clore and Gronenborn, 1998; Kuszewski et al.,
1995; Schwieters et al., 2006). We have also recently shown that
it is possible to determine the structures of small proteins from
extended conformations by directly incorporating chemical
shifts as structural restraints in a Monte Carlo search of the
conformational space (Robustelli et al., 2009); in this approach
a tunable soft-square harmonic well was used to convert
differences between experimental and calculated backbone
chemical shifts into a penalty function to direct the conforma-
tional search toward regions of conformational space consistent
with the measured chemical shifts. We have demonstrated that
by adaptively tuning the parameters of a chemical shift penalty
function (in particular the size of the flat-bottom tolerance,
which designates the magnitude of the differences between
experimental and calculated chemical shifts that produce
energetic penalties), it is possible to overcome, at least for
short polypeptide chains, the rugged nature of the restrained
energy landscape and achieve the large structural adjustments
required to satisfy the chemical shift restraints (Robustelli
et al., 2009).
The extension of this type of approach to establish more
general structure calculation protocols has been challenging
because of the complexity of the mapping between chemical
shifts and atomic coordinates (Wishart and Case, 2001; Xu
and Case, 2002), which makes it very difficult to explore3–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 923







rmsd of the Sampled Structure of Lowest Energy Sampled Structure of Lowest rmsd
CS-MD Control MD CS-MD Control MD
2oed 56 3.48 0.84 5.63 0.62 3.01
2jvw 61 6.40 1.11 3.10 0.93 1.79
2jtv 64 3.23 1.30 2.35 0.97 1.38
2jvm 55 4.63 1.51 4.02 1.11 2.43
2jxt 78 3.32 1.59 7.90 1.31 2.30
2jt1 71 6.76 1.67 4.40 1.56 4.01
2jva 108 5.25 1.88 6.23 1.18 2.75
1d3z 76 3.57 1.92 4.30 1.76 3.49
1faf 68 6.35 2.02 7.41 1.73 4.05
1mjc 69 7.02 2.08 7.58 1.26 4.84
1icb 74 4.87 2.15 10.45 1.11 2.60
2jv8 73 3.63 6.82 (2.48) 6.35 2.23 (1.37) 1.74
Results of chemical shift restrained molecular dynamics (CS-MD) simulations of partially unfolded structures of proteins compared to unrestrained
molecular dynamics controls. All results are reported for the lowest temperature replica of replica exchange simulations. rmsd is reported in A˚ for back-
bone atoms of the ordered regions in reference structures, which were determined with standard methods. Italicized values for 2jv8 are for CS-MD
simulations where chemical shift restraints where not included for the disordered loop regions in the structure.
Structure
Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift Restraintsconformational space under the guidance of chemical shift
restraints. Thus, the incorporation of chemical shift restraints in
Monte Carlo conformational searches, at least in the initial imple-
mentation that we presented (Robustelli et al., 2009), is subject
to several limitations. In predicting chemical shifts from protein
structures using currently available methods (Lehtivarjo et al.,
2009; Meiler, 2003; Neal et al., 2003; Shen and Bax, 2007; Xu
and Case, 2002), small changes in protein conformations can
often produce large changes in the predicted values of chemical
shifts, resulting in large energetic penalties. These energetic
barriers can frustrate a conformational search and make it diffi-
cult to achieve large structural adjustments that are required to
minimize chemical shift penalties if the starting structure is not
close to the target structure. Another complication is that the
SHIFTX method (Neal et al., 2003), which we used to calculate
the chemical shifts from the structures (Robustelli et al., 2009),
predicts the chemical shifts using discontinuous functions of
the atomic coordinates; therefore, it was necessary to adopt
aMonte Carlo sampling, rather thanmolecular dynamics simula-
tions, resulting in a large percentage (up to 90%) of moves
rejected due to a generation of large penalties. This effect was
particularly pronounced in the case of near-native structures,
where structural adjustments that disrupt the packing of struc-
ture elements or aromatic rings produce dramatic changes in
the predicted chemical shifts. Additionally, because the SHIFTX
method utilizes look-up tables to predict chemical shifts from
protein structures, extra calculations were needed at each step
in the conformational search in addition to those required to
calculate the molecular mechanics force field energies. The
additional calculations were shown to significantly increase the
computational cost of the restrained simulations compared
with unrestrained control simulations (Robustelli et al., 2009).
Since the chemical shift calculations from SHIFTX are not differ-
entiable with respect to the positions of the atoms of the protein,
the chemical shift restraints cannot be implemented in standard
NMR structure calculation protocols that utilize molecular924 Structure 18, 923–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All ridynamics simulations, and therefore cannot be easily combined
with the many existing tools for protein structure calculations
utilizing the wealth of structural information contained in other
NMR observables.
In the investigation presented here, we demonstrate that it is
possible to incorporate chemical shift restraints in conforma-
tional searches carried out by molecular dynamics simulations
by using the CamShift method (Kohlhoff et al., 2009), a tool
recently introduced for the rapid prediction of NMR chemical
shifts from protein structures based on an approximation of
the chemical shifts as polynomial functions of interatomic dis-
tances. This incorporation is possible as the CamShift functions
used to compute chemical shifts are fast to compute and readily
differentiable with respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the
atoms, in contrast to previously developed methods for the
semiempirical calculation of protein backbone chemical shifts
(Lehtivarjo et al., 2009; Meiler, 2003; Neal et al., 2003; Shen
and Bax, 2007; Xu and Case, 2002).
To assess the capability of molecular dynamics simulations
of proteins with chemical shift restraints (CS-MD) to efficiently
sample the conformational space and correctly identify native
states, we carried out a test in which CS-MD simulations
were performed for 12 proteins of representative topologies
starting from partially unfolded initial conformations. We found
that in 11 of the 12 cases, CS-MD simulations successfully
folded the proteins and identified structures with backbone
rmsd between 0.8 and 2.2 A˚ from the corresponding reference
structures determined by X-ray crystallography or standard
NMR spectroscopy methods; for comparison, control simula-
tions without chemical shift restraints only successfully folded
just one of the 12 proteins to a near-native structure (Table 1).
In the case where CS-MD simulations failed to correctly fold the
protein, we show that the removal of chemical shift restraints
for the disordered loop regions of the protein improves
sampling and leads to the correct identification of the native
fold.ghts reserved
Figure 1. Schematic Illustration of the Chemical Shift Penalty Func-
tion Used in the Restrained Molecular Dynamics Procedure
Described in This Work
The term Eij gives the contribution of the chemical shift of atom j of residue i to
total penalty ECS from the difference between the calculated (dcalc) and exper-
imental shift (dexp). The function Eij has a flat bottomwith a width determined by
the term n3j, where n is a tolerance parameter and 3j is the accuracy of the
predictions for the chemical shifts of type j. The penalty is harmonic until the
deviation reaches a cutoff value x0; deviations in excess of x0 contribute to
the penalty according to a hyperbolic tangent function that is selected to main-
tain a continuous derivative at the point x0. The parameter g determines how
large the penalty can grow for chemical shift deviations beyond x0.
Structure
Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift RestraintsOne additional advantage of the methodology described here
over molecular fragment replacement techniques for the deter-
mination of protein structures from chemical shifts is that in
enables the straightforward combination of chemical shift
restraints with NMR restraints that are routinely used in molec-
ular dynamics simulations. In order to demonstrate the utility of
this approach, we used chemical shift and residual dipolar
coupling data measured with relaxation dispersion NMR to
calculate the structure of a transiently populated excited state
of a SH3 domain protein.
RESULTS
In this work, we present a molecular dynamics procedure that
enables the determination of the structures of proteins by using
chemical shift restraints when an initial low-resolution structural
model is present. In this method, a penalty function based on the
differences between the experimentally measured and calcu-
lated chemical shifts is defined by a soft-square harmonic well,
ECS (Figure 1), and the forces required for the integration of the
equations of motion are generated between atom pairs based
on the derivative of ECS with respect to the coordinates of the
atom pairs (see Experimental Procedures). The program Cam-





15N) at each time
step in the simulations (see Experimental Procedures). To
provide an initial test of the method, replica exchange chemical
shift restrained molecular dynamics simulations (CS-MD) start-
ing from partially denatured protein conformations were run for
12 proteins using all available backbone chemical shifts depos-
ited in the BMRB. Eleven of the 12 proteins contained assign-




and 15N) and one protein (PDB code 2jxt) did not contain 13C0
assignments.
The results of the CS-MD and control simulations are pre-
sented for each protein in Table 1. The backbone rmsd fromStructure 18, 92the reference structures is reported for both the lowest energy
and the lowest rmsd structures sampled by the lowest tempera-
ture replica of the replica exchange simulations. Backbone rmsd
was calculated fromCa, C
0, and N backbone atoms for the struc-
tured regions of the corresponding reference structures (Table 1).
The energies of the structures from the lowest temperature
replica of the CS-MD simulations were recalculated using
a ECSweight a = 5, which was found to be optimal for decreasing
the energies of the native states of proteins with respect to other
structures for all proteins examined here. Molecular dynamics
simulations were run with a = 1 because the forces resultant
from the use of a = 5 were too large and generated instabilities.
For 11 of the 12 proteins examined here, the CS-MD simula-
tions successfully identified structures with backbone rmsd
between 0.8 and 2.2 A˚ from the corresponding reference struc-
tures as the lowest in energy (Table 1); control simulations run
without chemical shift restraints only successfully identified
a near-native structure, with a backbone rmsd of 2.4 A˚, as the
lowest in energy for 1 of the 12 proteins (Table 1). In these 11
cases, structures with backbone rmsd less then 1.8 A˚ from the
reference structures were sampled, and in 6 cases, structures
with backbone rmsd less then 1.2 A˚ were sampled. In the case
of protein NE1242, for which the lowest energy CS-MD structure
had a backbone rmsd of 6.8 A˚ from the reference structure (PDB
code 2jv8) (Table 1), the lowest rmsd structure sampled had
a backbone rmsd of 2.2 A˚. In the control simulations structures
with backbone rmsd of less then 2 A˚ from the reference struc-
tures were only sampled in three cases.
The energy landscapes of the structures sampled by the
lowest temperature replicas in the CS-MD and control simula-
tions as a function of the rmsd from the reference structures
are illustrated for all proteins in Figure 2, along with an overlay
of the lowest energy CS-MD structure and the reference struc-
ture and the partially unfolded starting structure. For 10 of the
12 CS-MD simulations considered here, the cluster of structures
containing the lowest energy conformation was the most exten-
sively sampled by the lowest temperature replica, and most of
the sampling of alternative conformations was limited to higher
temperature replicas. The two exceptions were NE1242 (PDB
code 2jv8) and ubiquitin (reference PDB code 1d3z). In the
case of NE1242, the most extensively sampled cluster of confor-
mations was the most native-like and included structures at
about 2.9 A˚ backbone rmsd from the reference structure. In
the case of ubiquitin, the lowest temperature replica was initially
trapped in a local minimum at about 3.4 A˚ backbone rmsd from
the reference structure; after escaping from this metastable
state, structures with less than 2.0 A˚ backbone rmsd from the
reference structure were the most extensively sampled.
The results presented here suggest that for a number of topol-
ogies of globular proteins (Table 2), a native structure can be
defined using CamShift backbone chemical shifts as the only
experimental restraints in molecular dynamics simulations
carried out by using a standard molecular mechanics force field
(see Experimental Procedures). Although only one force field
(AMBER03) was tested here, the funneled nature of the chemical
shift penalty function for each protein (see, e.g., Figures 2 and 3)
suggests that the method should be transferable to most molec-
ular mechanics force field for which the native state of a given
protein is energetically accessible. The optimal weighting of3–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 925
Figure 2. Comparison of the Energy Landscapes
of the Structures Generated byCS-MDSimulations
andUnrestrainedControl Simulations Started from
Partially Unfolded Proteins as a Function of the
Backbone rmsd from the Reference Structures,
Indicated by the PDB Code
The total energy (ECS + EFF) for the CS-MD simulations is
shown in black and the energies of the unrestrained
control simulations are shown in red. Energy landscapes
are shown for the lowest temperature replica of replica
exchange simulations. For each protein, the overlay of
the lowest energy CS-MD structure (red) with the previ-
ously determined structure (blue) is also compared with
the partially unfolded starting structure (magenta).
Aee Table 1.
Structure
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Table 2. Secondary Structure Content of the Proteins Discussed
in This Work
PDB SCOP Class Secondary Structure
2oed a+b 25% a, 42% b
2jvw NA (a) 48% a
2jtv NA (a+b) 50% a, 23% b
2jvm NA (b) 3% a, 23% b
2jxt a+b 33% a, 36% b
2jt1 NA (a) 42% a, 12% b
2jva NA (a+b) 29% a, 20% b
1d3z a+b 23% a, 32% b
1faf a 62% a
1mjc b 4% a, 49% b
1icb a 52% a, 2% b
2jv8 NA (a+b) 19% a. 24% b
For some PDB entries, there is not yet a SCOP classification (v1.75).
These entries are marked as NA.
Structure
Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift Restraintsthe chemical shift penalty relative to the force field energy may,
however, require empirical adjustments between different force
fields.
The results also demonstrate that, by applying chemical
shift restraints with a flat-bottom soft-square harmonic well in
replica exchange simulations, it is possible to overcome the
ruggedness of chemical shift restrained conformational space
and obtain large conformational fluctuations to satisfy chemical
shift restraints with molecular dynamics, whereas previous
implementations of direct refinements from chemical shift
restraints have been limited to smaller adjustments of the native
fold (Clore and Gronenborn, 1998; Kuszewski et al., 1995;
Schwieters et al., 2006).
The protein structures examined here have previously been
determined from chemical shift information using molecular
fragment based structure calculations (Berjanskii et al., 2009;
Cavalli et al., 2007; Das et al., 2009; Montalvao et al., 2008;
Robustelli et al., 2008, 2009; Shen et al., 2008, 2009; Wishart
et al., 2008). In most cases, the rmsd from the reference struc-
tures of the structures calculated with the method that we intro-
duce in this work are only slightly higher than those obtained with
Cheshire (Cavalli et al., 2007), CS-Rosetta (Das et al., 2009; Shen
et al., 2008, 2009), and CS23D (Berjanskii et al., 2009; Wishart
et al., 2008). These results are likely to be due to the use ofFigure 3. Energy Landscape of the Structures Generated By CS-MD
Structure as a Function of the Backbone rmsd from the Reference Str
The total energy (ECS + EFF) for the CS-MD simulations is shown in black. For com
tured structure of 2oed is shown in red. Energy landscapes are shown for the lo
CS-MD structure obtained from the extended structure (red) is compared with th
Structure 18, 92more sophisticated knowledge-based force fields in the later
methods, which contain additional terms that have been param-
eterized to favor native structures of proteins in structural data-
bases, and are superior to standard force fields in the selection
of protein models (Das and Baker, 2008). It is possible to add
similar additional knowledge based terms to the potentials
used in this investigation; the results presented here demon-
strate the baseline level of structural information contained in
the chemical shift restraints implemented in this fashion, without
the introduction of further bias from structural databases.
In the case of protein NE1242, CS-MD simulations failed to
identify the reference structure (PDB code 2jv8) (Table 1) as
the lowest in energy, even though near-native structures were
sampled. The CS-MD approach failed in this case because of
the presence of a large partially disordered loop region in the
native state of this protein. CamShift predictions for loop regions
are significantly poorer than for secondary structure elements
(Kohlhoff et al., 2009), which is likely due to the inherent difficulty
of determining the parameters for theCamShift predictions using
loop regions extracted from crystal structures, given that chem-
ical shifts aremeasured in solutionwhere loop regions often exist
as an ensemble of multiple conformations. Indeed, flexible loop
regions in native states exhibit chemical shifts that are very close
to those in the random coil state (De Simone et al., 2009). It is
likely that by attempting to apply chemical shift restraints to
determine an average structure in loop regions, the initial confor-
mational search method that we have presented here has diffi-
culty in finding structures that satisfy the chemical shift restraints
even if the global fold is correct. In proteins with smaller loop
regions and more extended secondary structure elements, the
energetic stabilization of the well-defined tertiary interactions in
the protein core can outweigh deviations in the loop regions,
and the energy of native structure remains the minimum, but,
in the case of protein NE1242, it is likely that there is not a large
enough proportion of stable tertiary packing in the structure to
stabilize the native state.
To test this hypothesis, the CS-MD calculations for NE1242
were repeated with the chemical shift restraints of the disordered
loop regions, residues 28–58 and 68–73, removed. The energy
landscape of the structures generated in the CS-MD simulation
as a function of the rmsd from the reference structures along
with a comparison of the lowest energy CS-MD structure and
the reference structure are shown in Figure 4. With the shift
restraints of the disordered loop region removed, the lowest
energy structure sampled has a backbone rmsd of 2.48 A˚ fromSimulation of GB3 (PDB Code 2oed) Beginning from an Extended
ucture
parison the energy landscape of simulation beginning from the partially dena-
west temperature replica of replica exchange simulations. The lowest energy
e previously determined structure (blue).
3–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 927
Figure 4. Energy Landscape of the Structures Generated By CS-MD Simulation of NE1242 (PDB Code 2jv8) with Chemical Shift Restraints of
the Disordered Loop Regions Removed as a Function of the Backbone rmsd from the Reference Structures
The total energy (ECS + EFF) for the CS-MD simulations is shown in black. The energy landscape is shown for the lowest temperature replica of a replica exchange
simulation. The lowest energy CS-MD structure (red) is compared with the previously determined structure (blue).
Figure 5. Energy Landscapeof theStructuresGeneratedBy aChem-
ical Shift Restrained Monte Carlo Simulations of GB3 (PDB Code
2oed) as a Function of the Backbone rmsd from the Reference
Structure
The total energy (ECS + EFF) for the lowest temperature replica of the replica
exchange simulation is shown in black. The lowest energy structure (blue) is
compared to the starting structure (magenta).
Structure
Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift Restraintsthe reference structure, and the lowest rmsd structure sampled
has a backbone rmsd of 1.37 A˚ from the reference structure.
These results represent a marked improvement over simulations
containing chemical shift restraints for the disordered loop
regions, suggesting that these restraints do indeed frustrate
the conformational search, preventing the sampling of native-
like structures, and increase the energy of native state. It is inter-
esting to note, however, that without chemical shift restraints in
the disordered loop region, two secondary structure elements,
an additional b strand added to the core b sheet and a small
a-helical segment, are incorrectly formed. Additionally, struc-
tures with the lowest rmsd from the reference structure are not
identified as the lowest energy, demonstrating the inability of
the force field to correctly model the disordered region as well.
For cases where the target structure is not known, it is possible
to identify disordered residues for which chemical shift restraints
should not be enforced from chemical shift and sequence infor-
mation alone, by comparing experimental shifts to predicted
random coil shift values (De Simone et al., 2009; Schwarzinger
et al., 2001; Wishart et al., 1991), in a manner analogous to use
of the Random Coil Index (Berjanskii and Wishart, 2007) in
CS-Rosetta (Shen et al., 2008).
In all 12 proteins examined here, significantly more accurate
structures, with backbone rmsd as low as 0.62 A˚ from the refer-
ence structures, were sampled then those identified as the
lowest in energy by the chemical shift restrained energy function.
The average lowest backbone rmsd structure sampled was
1.24 A˚. These results demonstrate that more sophisticated
methods for model selection will result in more accurate struc-
tures. Knowledge based potentials are one possibility, but
a more rigorous option for overcoming deficiencies in the chem-
ical shift restrained energy function, when possible, would be the
use of an independent set of unrestrained NMR data, such as
RDCs, to select conformations from those sampled.
Comparison with Monte Carlo Simulations
with Chemical Shift Restraints
A replica exchange chemical shift restrained Monte Carlo simu-
lation (Robustelli et al., 2009) was run for the protein GB3 (PDB
code 2oed). To allow for direct comparison to the CS-MD
protocol, all simulation parameters were left identical (see Exper-
imental Procedures), and 15,000Monte Carlo steps were carried
out at each temperature before attempting replica exchange
swaps. The simulation was run for equivalent CPU time com-
pared with the CS-MD simulation. Consistent with previous
observations (Robustelli et al., 2009), using our simple moveset928 Structure 18, 923–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All ri(see Experimental Procedures), the chemical shift restrained
Monte Carlo sampling was inefficient for exploring conforma-
tional space of compact structures, with >90% of proposed
moves rejected. In the timescale examined here, these simula-
tions failed to sample any significant conformational changes
from the starting partially denatured structure. The energy land-
scape of the structures sampled by the lowest temperature
replica as a function of the rmsd from the reference structure
and an overlay of the starting structure and lowest energy struc-
ture sampled are shown Figure 5.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations with Chemical Shift
Restraints from Fully Extended Conformations
Replica exchange CS-MD simulations were run for GB3 (PDB
code 2oed) starting from a fully extended conformation. The
simulation was run for 2.0 ns, with the same parameters as
CS-MD simulations begun from partially denatured conforma-
tions. The energy landscape of the structures sampled by the
lowest temperature replica as a function of the rmsd from the
reference structures is shown in Figure 3, along with a compar-
ison of lowest energy CS-MD structure and the reference
structure. The lowest energy structure sampled has a backbone
rmsd of 10.82 A˚ from the reference structure. The helical portion
of the structure has a backbone rmsd of 0.39 A˚ from the refer-
ence structure; however, nonnative hydrophobic packing and
erroneous tertiary contacts between b strands have resulted
in an incorrect global fold. Comparison to the energy landscape
of lowest temperature replica from the CS-MD simulation from
the partially unfolded starting structure demonstrates that theghts reserved
Figure 6. Comparison of the Energy Landscape of the Structures Generated By a CS-MD Simulation with 13Ca,
13C0, 1HN, and
15N Chemical
Shifts Measured By Relaxation Dispersion NMR and an Unrestrained Control Simulation of the Peptide Bound Form of the Abp1p SH3
Domain as a Function of the Backbone rmsd from the Previously Determined NMR Structure (PDB code 2k3b)
The total energy (ECS+ EFF) for the CS-MD simulations is shown in black and the energy of the unrestrained control simulations is shown in red. Energy landscapes
are shown for the lowest temperature replica of replica exchange simulations. The lowest energy CS-MD structure (red) is compared with the previously deter-
mined structure (blue), and the partially unfolded starting structure is shown in magenta.
Structure
Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift Restraintssimulation from the extended conformation has become frus-
trated in a local minimum, and that the native structure is signif-
icantly lower in energy. An additional 1.5 ns replica exchange
CS-MD simulation (data not shown), begun using the 21 lowest
energy structures sampled starting from the extended confor-
mations as seeds, failed to sample new conformations in the
lowest temperature replica. These results suggest that current
replica exchange temperature distribution, force field, solvation
model, and chemical shift penalty parameters used here are
not ideally suited for escaping local folding minima with incorrect
hydrophobic cores on these short timescales. It is likely that
folding proteins from extended conformations using a CS-MD
approach will require significantly longer simulations and, as
previously demonstrated for Monte Carlo simulations (Robustelli
et al., 2009), would benefit from an optimization of simulation
parameters suited for the efficient sampling of the necessary
conformational transitions, which involve different interactions
and energetics than the smaller conformational fluctuations
observed when starting from near topologically correct partially
unfolded structures.
Combining Chemical Shift and Residual Dipolar
Coupling Restraints
A benefit of implementing chemical shift restraints in molecular
dynamics simulations is that they can be directly combined
with other NMR restraints, including NOEs, J-couplings, and
residual dipolar couplings (RDCs), that have previously been im-
plemented in structure calculation packages utilizing restrained
molecular dynamics simulations (Brunger, 2007; Schwieters
et al., 2006). One area where combining chemical shift restraints
with additional restraints is likely to be of crucial importance is in
the determination of the structures of transiently populated
excited state conformations studied with relaxation dispersion
NMR techniques (Baldwin and Kay, 2009). It has recently been
demonstrated that NMR relaxation dispersion can be used to
measure the magnitudes and signs of chemical shift differences
between excited state and ground state populations for all




15N) and to measure excited state RDCs in small amounts of
alignment media (Vallurupalli et al., 2008). These advances
have resulted in the first high-resolution structure calculation of
a protein structure using restraints measured from relaxation
dispersion NMR (Vallurupalli et al., 2008). In that investigation,Structure 18, 92an exchanging system was created by adding a small mole frac-
tion of a peptide ligand, a 17-residue Ark1p peptide, to a solution
of the Abp1p SH3 domain, such that the peptide bound form
of the protein is populated at about 5% the mole fraction of the
apo form. Relaxation dispersion measurements were used to
measure 13Ca,
13C0, 1HN, and





13C0 RDCs of the excited state
peptide bound form of the Abp1p SH3 domain. We have used
these data to demonstrate that RDC restraints can be added to
the chemical shift restrained molecular dynamics methodology
presented to produce structures of excited state conformations.
The structure calculation was conducted in two phases; calcu-
lations were first run with chemical shifts alone, and in a second
phase RDC restraints were added. The crystal structure of
the apo form (PDB code 1jo8) (Fazi et al., 2002) was used to
generate a partially denatured starting conformation as previ-
ously described (see Experimental Procedures). A partially dena-
tured starting conformation was created to increase sampling
and avoid potential structural bias that might result from being
trapped in local energetic minima near the starting conformation.
A 1.5 ns replica exchange CS-MD simulation with all available
13Ca,
13C0, 1HN, and
15N backbone chemical shifts used as
restraints and an unrestrained 1.5 ns replica exchange control
simulation were conducted as described previously (see Exper-
imental Procedures). The energy landscapes of the structures
generated in the CS-MD and control simulation as a function of
the rmsd from the previously determined reference structure of
the ligand bound state (PDB code 2k3b) are shown in Figure 6,
along with an overlay of the lowest energy CS-MD structure
and the reference structure and the partially unfolded starting
structure. The lowest energy CS-MD structure had a backbone
rmsd of 0.50 A˚ from the reference structure.
The 21 lowest energy structures of the CS-MD simulation were
used as starting points for a replica exchange CS-MD simulation
with added RDC restraints (see Experimental Procedures). All





13C0 RDCs), and 26
1HN-
15N RDCs measured in PEG/hexanol were left unrestrained
for use as an independent method of cross-validation. The initial
conformations had an average Q-factor of 0.44 for Pf1 phage
RDCs and 0.42 for PEG/hexanol RDCs. The CS-MD simulation
with added RDC restraints was run for a total of 2.0 ns. The
five lowest energy conformations are displayed in Figure 7.3–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 929
Figure 7. The Five Lowest Energy Structures of the Peptide Bound
Form of the Abp1p SH3 Domain Determined from a CS-MD Simula-
tion with Added RDC Restraints
13Ca,
13C0, 1HN, and





RDCs were measured by relaxation dispersion NMR.
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Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift RestraintsThe backbone rmsd of the five lowest energy structures is 0.51 A˚,
similar to the variation among the previously determined NMR
ensemble (Vallurupalli et al., 2008). The lowest energy conforma-
tion has aQ-factor of 0.31 for the restrained Pf1 phage RDCs and
a Q-factor of 0.34 for the unrestrained PEG/hexanol RDCs, and
the five lowest energy structures have average Q-factors of
0.34 for the restrained Pf1 phage RDCs and 0.35 for the unre-
strained PEG/hexanol RDCs. Of the five lowest energy confor-
mations, the smallest Q-factor observed for the unrestrained
PEG/hexanol RDCs was 0.29.
The generation of structures with low Q-factors for unre-
strained RDCs demonstrates the utility of combining chemical
shift restrained molecular dynamics simulations with additional
restraints and shows that is possible to produce accurate struc-
tures of conformations of proteins using datameasured by relax-
ation dispersion NMR, which continue much larger errors than
data measured from ground state conformations, with the meth-
odology presented here. Additionally, the structures obtained
from CS-MD simulations prior to refinement with RDC restraints
using only 13Ca,
13C0, 1HN, and
15N chemical shifts measured
by relaxation dispersion produced reasonable Q-factors and
were substantially more accurate then the quality of structures
obtained using only 4/c restraints obtained from TALOS+
(Cornilescu et al., 1999), as described previously (Vallurupalli
et al., 2008), which showed significant conformational heteroge-
neity. This suggests thatCS-MDsimulationsmaybeof use for the
determination of conformations of proteins studied by relaxation
dispersion NMR even when RDC restraints are not available.930 Structure 18, 923–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All riDISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that the structural information provided
by protein backbone chemical shifts can be directly incorpo-
rated as restraints in molecular dynamics simulations. In order
to achieve this result, the chemical shifts are expressed as differ-
entiable functions of the atomic coordinates and a square well
harmonic penalty function is implemented to convert the differ-
ences between experimental and calculated chemical shifts
into forces that are then used to integrate the equations of
motions.
We have tested the method on a set of 12 proteins represen-
tative of the major structural classes (Table 2) in the Protein Data
Bank, showing that this approach is capable of determining the
correct native conformations starting from initial conformations
at various degrees of unfolding. The method that we have
presented is alternative to existing ones, which enable protein
structures to be determined with similar accuracy from chemical
shifts usingmolecular fragment replacement approaches, where
chemical shift and sequence homology are used to select frag-
ments from structural databases, and these fragments are
assembled to generate new structures. These approaches
have been shown to be effective for proteins up to 130 residues
in size (Berjanskii et al., 2009; Cavalli et al., 2007; Robustelli et al.,
2008; Shen et al., 2008, 2009; Wishart et al., 2008). It has also
been previously demonstrated that it is possible to fold small
proteins from completely unstructured initial conformations
utilizing a Monte Carlo protocol analogous to the molecular
dynamics protocol described here, where chemical shifts are
directly incorporated as restraints in conformational searches
without the use of molecular fragment replacement or sequence
and structural homology (Robustelli et al., 2009). As we have
shown here, the use of chemical shifts as restraints in molecular
dynamics instead of in the Monte Carlo methods enables the
structures of longer proteins to be determined, at least when
an initial partially folded conformation is available. An initial test
to fold the protein GB3 from a completely extended conforma-
tion failed to fold the protein on the nanosecond timescales
examined here. This result suggests that CS-MD parameters
and timescales used in this investigation are most reliably suited
for cases where large topological changes are not required, and
it is not necessary to escape local minima generated from
incorrect topologies. In order to fold proteins from extended
conformations with a CS-MD protocol, much longer simulations
are expected to be required, and the efficiency of these simula-
tions is likely to drastically improved by the optimization of the
simulation parameters for this task, as was done in the previous
investigation (Robustelli et al., 2009).
As it is well known that in most cases all-atommolecular simu-
lations are not the most efficient means of folding proteins from
extended conformations, we expect the protocol presented here
to be most useful when applied in combination with molecular
fragment replacement techniques, such as those implemented
in Cheshire (Cavalli et al., 2007), CS-Rosetta (Shen et al.,
2008), and CS23D (Wishart et al., 2008), to address challenging
cases, including proteins larger than 130 amino acids or with
complex or novel topologies. In these cases, molecular fragment
replacement methods can be used to provide an initial set of
candidate structures with incompletely assembled folds, whichghts reserved
Structure
Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift Restraintscan then be used as starting point for structural refinement by
chemical shift driven molecular dynamics simulations.
Themethod introduced here has also the advantage that it can
be incorporated in existing structure calculation packages and
combined in standard molecular dynamics simulations with
other types of structural restraints, including those derived
fromNOEs, J-couplings, and residual dipolar couplings, allowing
the information contained in chemical shift restraints to be fully
integrated in standard NMR structure calculation protocols and
allowing the calculation of protein conformations from sparse
NMR data where initial structural models are available. One
such application, the calculation of excited state conformations
from data measured by relaxation dispersion NMR, which
utilizes the ground state structure for the generation of a starting
model, is illustrated here. Additional applications where chemi-
cal shift restrained molecular dynamics simulations are likely to
be of use include defining conformational changes that occur
upon ligand binding, changes in solution conditions, chemical
modifications, or amino acid substitutions, or in the refinement
of models produced by structural homology. In these cases, if
an initial model is available, molecular dynamics with chemical
shift restraints are not subject to the current size limit of molec-
ular fragment replacement techniques. The application of this
approach should therefore broaden the scope of chemical shift
based protein structure determination in structural biology.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
CamShift Chemical Shift Predictions
Chemical shift restraints were implemented in the molecular dynamics simula-
tion software almost (http://www.open-almost.org) with a modified version of
the programCamShift (Kohlhoff et al., 2009) (http://www-vendruscolo.ch.cam.
ac.uk/camshift/camshift.php). CamShift is a tool for the rapid prediction of





an approximation of the chemical shifts as polynomial functions of interatomic
distances. The CamShift equations for the prediction of a chemical shift, Calc,
consist of the following components (Kohlhoff et al., 2009)
dCalc = dCoil + dBackbone + dSideChains
+ dDihedrals + dThroughSpace + dRing + dHbonds:
(1)
In this equation, dCoil is a residue-specific constant that represents the
random coil (i.e., dependent on the primary structure of the proteins but
not on their secondary and tertiary structures) value for a given atom
type, dBackbone describes the effects of the local configuration of the protein
backbone, dSide-Chains captures the effects of the configuration of the side
chain atoms for a given residue, dDihedrals takes into account the effects of
the f, c, and c1 dihedral angles, dThrough-Space defines the through-space
effects of nonbonded atoms within a 5 A˚ sphere of the backbone atom of
interest, dRing accounts for the influence of ring currents, and dHbonds defines
the contributions due to the presence and orientation of hydrogen bonds. A
version of CamShift was used in the molecular dynamics simulations pre-
sented here in which the dHbonds term was excluded to avoid discontinuities
in forces arising from changes of hydrogen bonding partners during simula-
tions. The dBackbone, dSide-Chains, and dThrough-Space terms are of the form (Kohlh-







In this equation X is the contribution of a given term to a predicted chemical
shift for a specified query atom i, djk is the distance between atoms j and k, and
aij and bjk are parameters that were fit on the RefDB database of structures
for which backbone chemical shifts were assigned (Zhang et al., 2003).
The dBackbone term contains the sum over a selected set of distances betweenStructure 18, 92the query atom and backbone atoms in the neighboring residues in addition to
a set of extra distances between pairs of backbone atoms that do not include
the query atomwhich better capture f, c, and c1 torsion angles (Kohlhoff et al.,
2009). The dSide-Chains term contains the sum over a set of distances between
the query atom and atoms in the side chain of that residue. The dThrough-Space
term sums over the set all of distances between the query atom and all atoms
contained in a 5 A˚ sphere which are not backbone atoms of the residue of the
query atoms or the directly neighboring residues. For the dBackbone and dSide-
Chains terms, the value of the parameter bjk is equal to 1. For the dThrough-Space
term two separate terms are included for each distance with bjk parameters
set to 1 and3, respectively. The values of aijwere fit for each type of distance
using the RefDB database.













where q is the angle between the normal vector to the ring plane and the vector
connecting the ring center and the query atom and r is the distance between
that target atom and the ring center; i runs over the five different ring types
(Phe, Tyr, His, Trp1, and Trp2) with the latter two denoting the two different
rings of tryptophan), and R(i) is the set of all rings in a protein of type i. As in
the case of the values of aij in Equation 2, the values of aring,iwere fit for all pairs
of backbone atoms and ring types i on the same database of high-resolution
crystal structures and backbone chemical shifts.
The Dihedrals term is defined as (Kohlhoff et al., 2009)
dDihedralsðqÞ=p1cos½3ðq+p4Þ+p2cosðq+p5Þ+p3; (4)
where q indicates in turn the three backbone dihedral angles f, c, and c1 and
p1, p2, p3, p4, and p5 are fit on the structural database for each atom type with
each dihedral angle.
Chemical Shift Penalty Function
At each time step in the molecular dynamics simulations, all backbone
chemical shifts for which experimental values are available are computed
with CamShift as described above. The differences between the calculated







where N is the number of assigned residues in the protein and j is the chemical




15N. The parameter a defines the
weight of the chemical shift term, ECS, relative to the force field term, EFF, and
the total energy of the system is defined as E = EFF + ECS. In this investigation
we set a = 1 in all CS-MD simulations, but energy landscapes were recalcu-
lated for all trajectories using a = 5. It would have been optimal to run
CS-MD simulations using a weight a = 5, as the larger weight of the chemical
shift restraints respective to the force field energies was found to significantly
lower the energies of the native states of proteins with respect to the energies
of other structures sampled and produce more funneled energy landscapes;
however, CS-MD simulations had to be run with a = 1, and the energies of
the structures sampled recalculated a = 5, because the forces resultant from
the use of larger values of a were too large and generated instabilities. The
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where dexp and dcalc are the experimental and calculated chemical shifts,
respectively. The function Eij has a flat bottom (Figure 1) so that chemical shifts
calculated to within a given accuracy of the experimental value do not produce
a penalty. The width of the flat region of the potential is determined by the term3–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 931
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Molecular Dynamics with Chemical Shift Restraintsn3j, where n is a tolerance parameter and 3j is the accuracy of the CamShift
predictions used for the chemical shifts of type j (Kohlhoff et al., 2009). The
penalty is harmonic until the deviation reaches a cutoff value x0, at which point
the penalty grows according to a hyperbolic tangent function defined to main-
tain a continuous derivative at the point x0. The magnitude of the penalty is
scaled for each chemical shift type j by the variable bj, which is a function of
the variability of that chemical shift in folded proteins reported in the BMRB
database (Ulrich et al., 2008). The scaling factor bj is used to obtain relative
contributions of comparable magnitude of each chemical shift type to ECS.
The parameter g determines how large the penalty can grow for deviations
beyond x0. In this investigation all simulations were run with n = 1 for all chem-
ical shifts. The harmonic truncation point x0was set to 4.0 ppm for
1Ha and
1HN
and 20.0 ppm for 13Ca,
13Cb,
13C0, and 15N. The penalty truncation factor gwas
set to 20 for all chemical shifts. These values of x0 and g result in an essentially
harmonic penalty for most chemical shifts, with penalties only reaching the
hyperbolic tangent region of the penalty function in the case of very large
outliers.
Calculation of Forces from CamShift Restraints
CamShift is used to incorporate chemical shift restraints at each step inmolec-
ular dynamics simulations by computing the chemical shifts for all experimen-
tally assigned atoms using Equation 2, calculating the energetic penalty of
each chemical shift with Equation 6, and generating forces between all atoms
that are included in the calculations. Force vectors are generated between two
atoms a and b in the x, y, and z directions by computing the derivative of the




The size of the forces generated is proportional to the slope of the chemical
shift penalty Eij. If an atom has an Eij value that falls within the flat-bottom
portion of the penalty, no forces are generated. As the value of Eij increases
toward x0 within the harmonic portion of the potential the magnitude of the
forces generated increase linearly. As Eij exceeds x0 the forces generated
decrease until they asymptotically approach zero. The rate of this decrease
is controlled by the variable g, with larger values of g resulting in a slower decay
of forces and a larger maximum penalty.
The functional form of Eij has the effect that portions of a protein that are in
agreement with chemical shifts do not experience any disrupting forces,
portions of a protein that are near-agreement with the chemical shifts experi-
ence strong forces to alter the structure, and portions of a protein with very
poor chemical shifts have smaller correcting forces. This set up ensures that
outliers with very poor chemical shifts do not dominate the force calculations
and distort the integration of the equations of motion.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
All molecular dynamics simulations were run with the software almost (http://
www.open-almost.org). All software and example scripts are available for
download, or upon request from the authors. Simulations were run using the
Amber03 force field (Duan et al., 2003) with a generalized Born implicit solva-
tion model (Bashford and Case, 2000), an integration time step of 2 fs with the
SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al., 1977) applied to all bond lengths and bond
angles. It was necessary to apply the SHAKE algorithm too all bond lengths
and angles because of the nature of the chemical shift restraints. CamShift
predicts backbone chemical shifts as a function of pairs of interatomic
distances between the query atom and atoms of neighboring residues in the
protein backbone, between the query atom and atoms within a 5 A˚ sphere
of the query atom, and between a selected set of extra distance pairs in the
backbone atoms of the neighboring residues used to capture the effects of
local f,c, andc1 torsion angles. The forces generated from ECS aremanifested
as attractions or repulsions between each of the atom pairs used in the
CamShift calculations. If the local structure of a protein is not held rigid by
applying the SHAKE algorithm to all bond lengths and bond angles large devi-
ations between experimental and predicted chemical shift can result in the
generation of strong forces between atoms that can exceed the force field
bond stretch and bond angle force terms which restrict bond lengths and
bond angles to ideal values. This can result in unphysical distortions of local932 Structure 18, 923–933, August 11, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All riprotein geometries, which in turn generate even stronger restoring forces
that can destabilize the protein structure if the time step is too large.
Replica exchange (RepEx) simulations (Sugita andOkamoto, 1999) were run
with 21 replicas spanning temperatures from 270 to 515K. Temperature
spacing was empirically adjusted to obtain swap acceptances rates between
30% and 50% for all temperatures. Structures were saved every 0.6 ps, and
swaps were attempted between adjacent replicas every 6 ps. RepEx simula-
tions were run for lengths between 1.1 and 3.2 ns, based on available machine
time. All analyses were conducted on the structures sampled by the lowest
temperature replica of the RepEx simulations.
Generation of the Starting Conformations
Partially unfolded conformations were generated as starting points for the
CS-MD simulations for 12 proteins whose native states have been determined
using standard X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy methods
(Table 1). Torsion angle molecular dynamics simulations were run using only
f, c, and c dihedral angles as degrees of freedom to ensure that the denatured
structures did not contain distortedu bond angles. Short unfolding simulations
were run for 100 ps with a time step of 20 fs at a temperature of 10,000K
(Chen et al., 2005; Schwieters and Clore, 2001). The denatured starting struc-
tures for the folding simulations were randomly selected from structures with
backbone rmsd between 3.5 and 7.0 A˚ from the original structures, consid-
ering all elements of regularly ordered structure. The backbone rmsd of the
selected denatured conformation from the starting structure of each protein
is reported in Table 1.
Chemical Shift Restrained Monte Carlo Simulations
RepEx chemical shift restrained monte carlo (MC) simulations were run using
the Amber03 force field (Duan et al., 2003) with a generalized Born implicit
solvation model (Bashford and Case, 2000). Chemical shift restraints were
enforced using the same parameters of ECS used in the CS-MD simulations,
and RepEx simulations were run with the same parameters as the MD simula-
tions, with 21 replicas spanning temperatures from 270 to 515K. 15,000 MC
steps were carried out at each temperature before attempting swaps, and
structures were saved every 1500 moves. The MC moveset used was based
on the most conservative move set employed in our previous investigation
of chemical shift restrained MC simulations. The step size of each move was
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and a designated stan-
dard deviation. The move set contained a side-chain move, which rotates
a randomly selected c angle, with a step size distribution with a standard
deviation of 14.3 degrees, two single residue backbone moves, which simulta-
neously rotate the f and c angles of a randomly selected residue, with step
size distributions with standard deviations of 5.7 and 2.9 degrees, and two
double residue backbone moves, which simultaneously rotate the f and c
angles of two randomly selected residues, with step size distributions with
standard deviations of 2.9 and 1.4 degrees.
Residual Dipolar Coupling Restraints
Residual dipolar coupling (RDC) restraints were imposed by using a flat-
bottom harmonic potential with a width determined by the magnitude of the
experimental errors (Schwieters et al., 2006). The parameters characterizing
the alignment tensor, Da and R, were initially computed from starting
models and allowed to float during the calculations. Simulations were per-
formed with variable relative weights of the RDC restraints and the weight of
0.020 kcal$mol-1Hz-2 was found to produce structures with the best agree-
ment to unrestrained RDCs.
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